Finding Videos in UDLib/SEARCH Databases

Many of the UDLib/SEARCH databases provide access to videos on a variety of topics. This guide will show how to access videos in each of these databases.

**In Context Databases** – Enter a topic in the search box. You will find links to available videos in the “On This Page” box on the right of the screen. Occasionally you will see a link to videos under the heading of “Everything” on the left side of the screen. This is true of all of the In Context Databases: Biography in Context, Opposing Viewpoints in Context, Science in Context, Student Resources in Context, U.S. History in Context, and World History in Context.
Another In Context Example

Suggested Topic Pages

Academic Journals for World War I

Brothers in arms

From U.S. History in Context

[ILLUSTRATION OMITTED] A colorful flight of German Albatros D. IIIa swept high above the shell-blasted wasteland of northern France on April 13, 1917, hunting for prey. Second Lieutenant Lothar von Richthofen saw his...
Britannica Online School Edition Archive - There is a link to this database on the Middle School and the High School UDLib/SEARCH databases pages. The archived version of Britannica has collections of video clips that are on average 2 or 3 minutes long and extended play videos that are on average 15 to 25 minutes long.

Go to the Britannica Online School Edition Archive and click the “View this level” bar for elementary, middle, or high school. Then look for the box to browse the video collection.
Britannica School – UDLib/SEARCH also links to a different interface for Britannica called Britannica School. Conduct a search in the search box for elementary, middle, or high schools.
If Britannica School has videos included for your topic, you will find a link to them on the left of the screen. Be aware that Britannica School and Britannica Online School Edition Archive contain different sets of videos, so check both for a more comprehensive search.
World Book Discover — Allows users to enter a search phrase and look for links to videos on the left side of the screen.

- Pyramids
  Pyramids are large structures with square bases and four triangular sides that c ...

- Pyramid
  A pyramid is a solid figure with triangular faces that meet at a common point.

- Seven Wonders of the Ancient World
  The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World are seven large and unusual objects, or groups of o ...

- Khufu
  Khufu was a king of ancient Egypt.

- Teotihuacan
  Teotihuacan was one of the largest cities of ancient Mexico.

- Giza
  Giza is a suburb of Cairo that is the site of the most famous remains of ancient Egypt—the Great Sp ...

- Imhotep
  Imhotep was an ancient Egyptian architect.

- Health food
  Health foods are foods that people believe will improve or preserve their health.
World Book Student - Allows users to check the option to search for media items when a search phrase is entered. This leads to images and videos about the search topic.
Science Online - Has a link to science-related videos on the right side of the entry page.
GREENR – Has a video gallery containing over 7,000 videos about the environment. You can search the video gallery from the entry page for GREENR by browsing the videos or by entering a keyword in the video search box.

The entry page of GREENER has a link to the video gallery.
Videos are also accessible in GREENR on the results page of individual search topics.